Police Blotter

Bike Thieves Back in Strength
The return of halmy days brings about three constant cries of Spring: picnics on the Charles, sailboats on the waters, and bike thefts on the campus. Within the past week some five ten-speed models, together valued at $550, were reported stolen from racks on the campus. Two other attempts failed. The area hardest hit was around the Student Center. Once again we urge bicyclists to make use of the Bike Compound located in the rear of Building 13; and to consider the purchase of such high-quality locks as the "Citadel" and the "Kryptonite," both of which are available at local bicycle shops.

Auto Stolen, Then Burned
A 1968 Ford was stolen from a west campus lot Saturday evening.

Valuable Violin Stolen
A violin valued at $1000 was stolen from its resting place on the ground in the Kresge parking lot, where it had been placed while being unloaded with other equipment from a bus on Sunday evening. Investigators are looking into the matter.
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The HP-25 is here
The HP-25 gives you the keystroke programmability at a remarkable price/ performance ratio—with the same uncompromising design and quality that go into every Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator, regardless of price.

72 built-in functions and operations.
All log and trig functions, the latter in radians and degrees, rectangular-polar conversion, common logs, etc.

Keystroke programmability.
The automatic answer to repetitive problems. Switch to PRGM and enter the same keystrokes you used to solve the problem manually. Then switch to RUN and enter only the variables each time.

Full editing capability.
You can easily review and quickly add or change steps.

Branching and conditional test capability.
Eight built-in logic comparisons let you program conditional branches.

8 addressable memories.
You can do full register arithmetic on all eight.

Fixed decimal and scientific notation—plus engineering notation,
which displays powers of ten in multiples of ±3 for ease in working with many units of measure—e.g., kilo (103), mega (109), pico (10-12), nano (10-9), etc.

RPN logic system with 4-memory stack.
Lets you solve problems your way, without copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or restructuring beforehand. You save keystrokes, time and reduce the chance of error.

Service, not service charges.
Good service isn't something you should have to pay for. So when you buy a car, apartment, or any insurance from us, there's no service charge tacked on.

W. T. Phelan & Co.
Insurance Agency Inc. Since 1898
11 Dunster St., Harvard Square next to the Holyoke Center. 766-0886. Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartford.

M.I.T. DRAMASHOP
"THE NIGHT OF THE IGUANA"

Lighting by Costumes by Sets by
Edward Darna Cecilia Eiler William Fregosi
8:00 PM, Little Theater, Kresge Aud., MIT
Fri, Sat, April 23, 24 Thurs, Fri, Sat
April 29, 30, May 1
Tickets: $2.50 (except Thurs $1.50)
Reservations: 253-4720
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